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Schools must be safe, welcoming—
and open
by Randi Weingarten
President, American Federation of Teachers

Students are settling into the third straight school year disrupted by the
coronavirus pandemic. Since Aug. 1, I have been on the road visiting public
schools(link is external) in 30 communities in 14 states, Washington, D.C., and
Puerto Rico. I’ve sensed the trepidation students, parents and school staff feel;
how could they not, with the delta variant surging? But what’s even more
apparent is their excitement—and educators’ dedication to making in-person
schooling safe, welcoming and joyful. That’s why it’s all the more frustrating that
preventable outbreaks of COVID-19(link is external) are leading to widespread
school closures, quarantines, illness and even death.

Weingarten, center, with students at PS/MS 5 Port Morris in the Bronx on Aug. 17.

Our kids need to be in school and to stay in school. As I have said since the
earliest days of the pandemic, safety protocols are not barriers to in-person
learning—they are the way back. Schools have no higher priority than protecting
the lives of students and staff. The AFT has consistently advocated for safe inperson schooling with layered mitigation measures that include masking,
physical distancing, surveillance testing, ventilation upgrades and—the most
effective way to protect lives—vaccination. Educators are leading the way with
one of the highest vaccination rates of any profession; prior to any mandates,

90 percent of AFT educator members were fully vaccinated to protect
themselves and others.
The AFT’s Back to School for All campaign has provided $5 million in grants to
more than 1,800 of our local unions in both red states and blue states that
together educate more than 20 million students. These grants are funding
vaccination clinics, billboards and radio ads. Many local unions are hosting
community fairs with free books, food, games, and opportunities for parents to
talk with teachers and ask questions. Many others have canvassed door to door
and participated in phone-banking this summer and fall to encourage families to
send their children back to school, with a special focus on students who
attended little or no school last year.
This is a moment to build safe and welcoming environments in every school so
we can help kids not only recover from the disruptions of the past 18 months but
thrive. The places doing this most successfully are where educators and school
leaders are working together(link is external), creating trust and transparency.
Conversely, governors trying to score ideological points by banning mask
mandates and bullying school leaders for implementing safety protocols are
stoking hostile and unsafe climates. You see it in the disruptions and violence at
schools and school board meetings over health and safety measures as well as
curriculum. At its core, the recent attempt to recall California Gov. Gavin
Newsom was a referendum on precautions against the coronavirus, and voters
chose safety(link is external).
Teachers are focused on students’ academic recovery and acceleration. We are
using approaches like project-based learning, which engages students in
solving a real-world problem or answering a complex question, rather than
fixating on testing. We are emphasizing literacy, which unlocks all other
learning. We know students need art, music, movement and other opportunities
that ignite their creativity. And, after a pandemic that has been hard on
everyone, and really hard for many children, they need to connect—with their
peers and with adults who care deeply for them.
Educators are also focused on their students’ social and emotional needs,
knowing that stress and isolation during the pandemic have led to a surge in
depression and anxiety. But teachers can’t do this alone. We need social
workers, counselors and nurses—and enough of them so they’re not stretched
so thin that children’s needs go unmet. We need more community schools,
where students and their families can access medical and mental health
services, social supports, food assistance and other urgent supports so
students can focus on learning—and on just being kids.

That is the promise and purpose of our public schools; as a community of
educators, we are helping all our students thrive, one by one. And, in so doing,
we can help heal our nation.
I won’t gloss over how challenging this year (or longer) of recovery will be. The
delta variant has thrown us a curveball, and there are too many places where
adults are simply not doing what they can to keep students and the school
community safe. Our students are returning with immense needs—social,
emotional, academic and physical. The Biden administration has led efforts to
get additional staffing and support to schools, but it’s impossible to overstate
how great the needs are. Teachers and school staff have just been through the
second-hardest year of their professional lives. What’s the hardest? The school
year that has just gotten underway.
We have learned during this pandemic that one thing most Americans agree on
is the importance of safe, strong, supported public schools. I can assure you
that America’s educators are doing all they can to meet the challenges ahead,
to help our children recover and grow, and to help them find joy in each day.

Editor’s Note

Each month the On Target will come out near the end of the month.
If you have something that you would like included, please send as
a Word document by the 20th of the month to:
lpanek@clarenceschools.org
Items that could be included are: Articles dealing with
education/unions, Good ideas for teaching, something humorous/light
dealing with education, Information for sharing, Opinion pieces on
education, Advertisement for a service you provide.
Thank you,
Lisa Panek
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Bus driver shortage another
hurdle in return to in-person
learning
Author: Liza Frenette
Source: NYSUT Communications

Schools are hustling trying to fill empty seats during a nationwide bus driver
shortage that has caused short-term school closures, put mechanics in driver’s
seats, and forced student schedule changes.
Deb Paulin, Alden Central School Employees Association, said when COVID-19
hit “we lost eight drivers right off the bat. They were older and they were afraid
for their health.”
“We had 20 drivers retire last year out of 91 drivers,” said Charlie Jones,
Bethlehem Central United Employees Association. This fall, he said, “We have
68 routes and could only fill 65. Combined routes make for tighter and more
stressful schedules for drivers.”
“We have three people in training right now. We’ve had to consolidate every
route covered,” said Darci Hover, president of the Chatham Central Bus Drivers
Association, who reported that 20 bus drivers retired last year.

Many districts report that mechanics and fuelers — both of whom are required
to have a Commercial Driver's License — have been driving buses to help fill
the gaps. Some students are starting school later, waiting longer after sporting
events, or riding a bus longer than usual while drivers add pick-ups and dropoffs to fill the gap.
Local unions are working with districts to host open houses for potential bus
drivers, and to set up information tables.
At the statewide level, NYSUT President Andy Pallotta will testify this week
before the joint state Senate Education committee to address how federal
stimulus money could be spent to hire more bus drivers.
A team effort
The shortage stems from a host of issues, including an unusual work schedule
with a split shift and few hours, making the job difficult to have as a career; the
spread of the coronavirus; low wages; vaccination requirements in some
districts; increased responsibilities before, during and after routes as a result of
the pandemic; and the stress of dealing with many children.
Bethlehem’s Charlie Jones reports that two bus drivers left because they did not
want to get the COVID-19 vaccine now mandated by the district. There is a
possibility of losing four more drivers if they do not receive religious or medical
exemptions. Jones noted the union is negotiating with the district to increase
bus driver’s hourly wages to between $21 and $23, plus benefits for four hours
or more per day.
Some schools are setting up job fairs for bus drivers and other School-Related
Professionals, such as teacher aides or custodians, who are also in short supply
in some areas.
In Chatham, an open house for bus drivers will be held in October at the
Columbia County fairgrounds, and current bus drivers will be on hand to talk
about the job. Hover reports that the union has been working with district
administrators and the PTA for an all-out campaign to hire more drivers. They
have been setting up tables at sporting events, handing out fliers and brochures
on what it takes to get a CDL and what it means to be a bus driver. Material
includes applications from the DMV.
“We are just banging out ideas on how to reach people,” Hover said. “It’s a real
team effort.”
It costs $200 to get a permit and pay for the background check and
fingerprinting, she said. Starting pay is $20-$22 an hour in Chatham, where

drivers who work at least four hours a day get health insurance coverage,
thanks to union negotiations.
Three new drivers started in Alden schools in the past few weeks. A bus driver
for 36 years, Paulin said starting pay has been $17.50 per hour, but has
increased to $19 per hour with a guarantee of two hours a day.
“You have to pay more than McDonalds and fast food places,” she said. “It’s a
lot of responsibility. You need good people who are going to take it seriously.”
Bus drivers have resigned because of the increased stress of the job, she
noted, including schedule changes due to the shortage.
Keeping up with mandated seating charts (for contact tracing), ensuring that
children keep their masks on, worrying about the virus, new pre-trip
requirements for checking the bus, and disinfecting and sanitizing the buses
after every run has added to the stress and responsibility of the job, said
Vincent Nesci, a bus driver and president of the New Hartford Employees
Union.
Starting pay for a bus driver in his district has been $14.37 an hour, he said, but
the school is moving that to $15.38 an hour, the equivalent of a step four in the
salary schedule.
“COVID has really impacted how we operate,” he said. “We haven’t had
anybody walk out because of COVID, but we have had drivers quarantining or
contract COVID.”
Last year, the spacing requirements meant fewer students were allowed on
each bus. Some students were still virtual, so that balanced it out. With the
return to in-person learning, “we never would have had enough drivers — no
school would have — if (spacing requirements) would have continued,” said
Nesci.
“We’ve always been short drivers, but by the end of last year it was quite
significant,” he said.
Potential new drivers face tougher requirements for the CDL, he said, and
longer training times. It also takes longer to get into the Department of Motor
Vehicles to get an appointment.
Nesci, a retired police captain in Utica, said he has enjoyed working as a public
servant, and he sees driving buses as another version of that.
“You get to know students by name and face,” he said. “You’re the first one they
meet in the morning. You can change their outlook and their mood.”

Who would Want to be a Teacher Right Now?
Answer Sheet
Perspective

School superintendent asks: ‘Who would
want to be a teacher right now?’
By Valerie Strauss
Reporter
September 27, 2021 at 11:01 a.m. EDT

Teacher shortages are nothing new, but David Jeck, superintendent of Fauquier
County Public Schools in Virginia, is having an especially hard time hiring them
this year.
Jeck, of course, is hardly alone: In state after state, district after district, school
officials are struggling to hire teachers as the coronavirus pandemic affects a
third school year. For example, in Fort Worth Independent School District in
Texas, the school year began with 314 vacant teacher jobs, the Star-Telegram
reported. In South Dakota, Rapid City Area Schools has 120 teacher
vacancies, according to KELO. California has a severe shortage of teachers and
substitute teachers.
When the pandemic began, teachers were hailed as heroes. That didn’t last long.
Now teachers are facing new stressors, on top of the old ones that never seem to
get fixed.

In the following post, Jeck explains why he thinks the teacher shortage is worse
than usual — and how he thinks the situation should be remedied.
This was originally published in the Fauquier Times, where it gained a great deal
of attention. I was given permission to republish it.
By David Jeck
Today, we find ourselves in a national teacher shortage that we have been able
to avoid over the past few years. Old educators like me were warned about it
many years ago, the lens being inevitable baby-boomer retirements. Moreover,
the number of college students choosing to teach for a career continues to
dwindle while the demand for teachers continues to grow.
The shortage is real and is now impacting us significantly. As of today, we are
down over 40 teachers, and there are very, very few candidates available to
interview. Our human resources professionals attend over 40 recruitment fairs
both in person and virtually, including our own hiring fair held every March.
Still, the number of prospective candidates continues to decline each year.
Unless we act decisively and creatively, the impact of the shortage will only get
worse. The people who will suffer as a result of this shortage are, of course, our
kids. The long-term effects could be catastrophic for our communities in
general.
When we search for solutions, the most obvious answer doesn’t seem so obvious
anymore. Increasing pay is an important factor in attracting and retaining our
teachers, but it is no panacea, as we see even the highest-paying school divisions
in our state deal with the same shortages.
I’ve been fortunate enough to work with a large group of superintendents tasked
with generating potential solutions. Here are some of the proposed strategies:
•
•
•
•
•

College loan forgiveness
Tax breaks
Housing assistance
Signing and loyalty bonuses
Limit what we expect from teachers to teaching and teaching only

Most of these strategies are expensive — potentially very expensive — but the
instructional alternatives associated with not having enough teachers are sparse.
Widespread virtual instructional models still have a long way to go. Even the
most robust and user-friendly models still have limitations that must be
addressed, not the least of which is that virtual learning is never going to replace
the effectiveness of in-person, face-to-face instruction for most students.

But, there is another solution, one that gets very little attention but has the
potential to have a monumental impact...
I was able to speak with the current state secretary of education earlier this
summer. We talked about teacher shortages, and he was kind enough to ask me
what I thought the cause was. I asked a somewhat rhetorical question: “Who
would want to be a teacher right now? Have you seen how teachers are being
treated?”
Teachers have had to endure revolting public comments at school board
meetings, floggings via social media and even being called “losers” by national
leaders. This kind of treatment needs to end immediately.
Teachers are indispensable to our society, but sadly, they are not treated as
such. We have to not only defend our teachers, but praise them and elevate
them to a level commensurate with the value they add to our communities. I
recognize that the vast majority of folks in our community agree, and they do
respect, appreciate, and recognize the value they provide to our community.
Teaching is hard work. Unless you have done it yourself, you may not be able to
relate entirely. I am not, by the way, pitting teaching against any other
profession. I wouldn’t attempt to draw those comparisons unless I had actually
walked in those shoes. And yet, some will do just that even if they’ve not spent a
single day teaching in a classroom.
Let’s change the conversation and consider all strategies to attract more good
people to this amazing profession. It is not too late to fix this problem.

• Teacher Vaccine

POLL: 90% of AFT members are vaccinated
and Two Thirds support Vaccine Mandates
Andrew Crook

Friday, September 24, 2021

WASHINGTON—Fresh polling of American Federation of Teachers members has revealed
the vast majority—90 percent—are vaccinated and fully 2 in 3 K-12 members support vaccine
mandates.
A survey undertaken by Hart Research Associates show 67 percent of K-12 members favor a
requirement that all school employees be vaccinated unless they have a valid medical or religious
exemption and 73 percent support a policy requiring vaccines or a weekly COVID-19 test.

A separate poll of the full membership—including teachers, higher education workers, nurses
and public employees—shows 9 out 10 report being vaccinated and another 3 percent either
have a vaccination appointment or say they will likely get vaccinated.
It indicates strategies to convince the small minority of educators who are unvaccinated
include connecting them with trusted messengers to provide information on the vaccines
such as their doctor, pharmacist, the CDC, and their coworkers.
On the issue of vaccine mandates, support is similarly strong among teachers (67 percent)
and paraprofessionals (65 percent) and exceeds 60 percent in every region of the country.
Educators of color voice particularly strong support for a mandate—78 percent among Black
members, 73 percent among Hispanic members—as do those at high personal risk for
COVID-19 (74 percent) and those with someone in their household at high risk (75 percent).
The policies were important, respondents said, to protect the health and safety of educators,
their coworkers, their families and their students. They voiced very strong support for the
principle in the AFT Executive Council’s resolution that their union should negotiate vaccine
policies with districts, so that school staff have a voice in how such policies are implemented,
with 82 percent in favor.
AFT President Randi Weingarten said: “This poll is proof positive that the hard work
educators have been doing for months to get vaccinated, promote the shot and work with
employers on vaccine requirements has paid dividends. Educators know that safety was the
pathway back to in-person learning and is the key to staying back—a combination of
vaccines, masking, ventilation, physical distancing and planning for an outbreak. They are
doing everything they can to make that happen.”
From August 10 to 15, 2021, Hart Research Associates conducted a telephone survey among 1,204
AFT members on the issue of COVID-19 vaccination. The survey has a margin of error of ±3.2%.

Hart conducted a text-to-web survey from August 26 to 29, 2021 among 2,008 active AFT K12 members (1,417 teachers, 591 PSRPs), on the issue of COVID-19 vaccination policies.
The survey has a margin of error of ±2.2 percentage points.
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State approves teacher apprenticeship
program
Author: Sylvia Saunders
Source: NYSUT United

Caption: Zach Sharkey, who completed a residency in Schenectady, is headed to a teaching
job in the Bronx. Photo provided.

As New York grapples with a statewide teacher shortage, aspiring teachers
will now have the opportunity to enter the profession through a new
apprenticeship approach to initial state teacher certification.
The program will also provide tuition assistance in what’s believed to be a
first-in-the-nation offering through Classroom Academy, a partnership
between NYSUT, Washington-Saratoga-Warren- Hamilton-Essex BOCES,
local school districts and local colleges.

Under the first-ever New York State Apprenticeship program for teacher
preparation through the state Department of Labor, SUNY students will now
be eligible for $5,000 in SUNY tuition assistance, in addition to the $22,000
per year living stipend they already receive through Classroom Academy.
Program leaders have also applied for grant funding that, if awarded, would
enable all participants to access additional tuition support.
“In numerous industries, an apprenticeship showcases to employers the
commitment, hard work and ability of prospective job applicants, and
education should be no different,” said Colleen McDonald, Classroom
Academy program coordinator.
“This will also help districts hire highly qualified new teachers at a time of
great need.”
Launched in 2016 through a National Education Association grant,
Classroom Academy offers teacher preparation students a paid residency
placement with local school districts to provide on-thejob experience under
the guidance of an expert lead teacher. Unlike with traditional studentteacher placements, typically spanning 16 weeks in classrooms, Classroom
Academy provides two full academic years of hands-on training to allow
prospective teachers to better hit the ground running in their own classrooms
once they are hired by a district.
“This innovative program is one more way to increase the pool of teachers to
meet the shortage New York is facing,” said NYSUT Executive Vice
President Jolene T. DiBrango. “What’s more, by unlocking tuition assistance,
in addition to the living stipend Classroom Academy already provides, we can
reach prospective students who may otherwise face financial barriers that are
too steep for them to achieve their dream of entering the profession.”
DiBrango noted there is a pressing need to diversify the teaching workforce.
While students of color are 56 percent of enrollment statewide, just 19
percent of the teachers are. The state Board of Regents released data in
2019 showing that more than 200 school districts statewide do not employ
any teachers of color.

• Masking

Masking in classrooms decreases
COVID outbreaks, additional research
shows
By DR. RONNYE RUTLEDGE
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:30PM

The debate over requiring children to wear masks at schools rages on, but
not among doctors or scientists -- or teachers.
Multiple recent studies have shown that masks effectively slow virus
transmission and prevent school closures. Three such studies were just
published in the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's weekly
report on infectious diseases.
Kara McCormick-Lyons, a seventh grade teacher and president of the
White Plains Teachers' Association in Westchester County, said the new
findings weren't surprising.
"Of course it works," McCormick-Lyons said. "Physical distancing,
masking, being outdoors when you can, all of these things make a

difference."
Whatever mild discomfort children may experience from wearing a mask,
she added, is a small price to pay and "if that's what we have to do to all
stay here [in school], then it's well worth it."
One recent study from Arizona found the odds of an outbreak were 3.5
times higher in learning environments without a mask requirement.
Additionally, schools that implemented mask mandates before school
restarted in the fall have had fewer outbreaks compared to schools that
more recently adopted the policy.
J. Mac McCullough, an associate professor at Arizona State University and
co-author of the study in Arizona, said the results further bolster existing
guidelines.
The research "aligned with the CDC's recommendation for masking in
schools as one part of a layered approach to preventing COVID-19
outbreaks in K-12 schools," he added.
Another study that examined multiple states found the number of schools
reporting COVID-related closures in August and early September was
greatest in the South, where fewer mandates are in effect. States including
Tennessee, Texas and Georgia have reported upwards of 200 COVIDrelated school closures.
Another nationwide study showed COVID cases were higher in counties
without mandatory masking. For every 100,000 kids, there were 18 fewer
COVID cases per day in counties where schools had mask mandates,
although the study's authors did note that it's difficult to conclude masks
alone are responsible for that discrepancy when factoring in social
behaviors and other potential variables among communities.
Ronnye Rutledge, an internal medicine and pediatrics resident physician
from Boston, is a contributor to the ABC News Medical Unit.
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Leaders show new teachers how
unions have their backs
Author: Liza Frenette
Source: NYSUT Communications

Caption: The ink is still wet on this union membership card held up by educator
and mentor Jennifer Justice of the Albany Public School Teachers Association.
Photo provided.
In the midst of another heat wave, following days of hurricane-related rain, local
union leaders across the state are meeting waves of new teachers who are
learning about new jobs, new schools and the unions they can claim as their
own.
Since the Janus v. AFSCME U.S. Supreme Court ruling in 2018, employees in
unionized workplaces can reap the benefits of being in a union without having to
pay dues. Ever since, union leaders have had to demonstrate to new
employees why joining the union as a dues-paying member is good for all
workers.
In a virtual meeting this week, leaders of the Albany Public School Teachers
Association explained to 62 new teachers what a union means — from

paycheck to professional development to protection. As part of employee
orientation, they educated the educators about the benefits of belonging to a
local union and the statewide NYSUT.
Unionism in this country, as any activist will tell you, is what created the middle
class, got health and safety laws on the books, and cracked down on child
labor. It has provided workers with safer working conditions, protections, health
insurance, better pay and benefits.
“I know that unions have lifted workers out of poverty and provided workers a
real shot at their American dream,” said Debra Calvo McNicholas, APSTA vice
president. “And I know from personal experience that women and minorities
benefit from union membership due to collective bargaining and job protections
as they help alleviate the tendency of many workplaces to be systematically
biased. “
Calvo McNicholas explained to new members that APSTA participates in the
decision-making process district-wide by occupying committee seats and chairs
for health and safety, labor-management, APPR and professional development.
“We highlighted our recent efforts as a local to empower our members through
new committees: Women's, LGBTQ+ and BIPOC. We strive to truly function as
an amplifier for the voices of all our members,” she said. Statewide and
nationally, education unions lobby for legislation to advance public school
funding and provide support for teachers and students.
Jennifer Justice, APSTA treasurer, met new teachers in person the next day,
gave them a hard copy of the 111-page contract and led the educators to the
union web site to locate the contract online. Then she began a scavenger hunt.
“I pick 10 contract items that are the most asked about,” she said, ticking off
examples: hours of work, sick time, prep periods. “I give them a scenario and
they go to the contract to find the answer. They have to read it to find the
answer.”
The exercise led the teachers into a better understanding of the value of their
contract, and how the union advocates for them supports them. Justice then
asked them to sign an enrollment card if they wanted to join the union.
“As of this morning I had every single person join,” she said.
During the last contract negotiations for the Schenectady Federation of
Teachers, President Juliet Benaquisto demanded that the SFT be given more
time in new teacher orientation to talk about the union. In the past, the union
would get less than half an hour out of three days.

This year, the local will have two hours in next week’s orientation, Benaquisto
said, during which time the 100 new teachers will be given breakfast, as well as
information.
“These days my focus is on guarantee of salary schedules, health insurance
benefits … and when we advocate for things like class size and planning time,
it’s for them and for the students.
“There are great benefits that come with their contract, and it’s only good as
long as we continue to stay a strong union,” she said.
People often have a movie version of unions as being confrontational,
Benaquisto said, and she assures new members that the SFT works to have a
collaborative relationship with the administration.
As the nation celebrated Women’s Equality Day this week, she pointed out that
the majority of members of the SFT — and of NYSUT — are women, “so
anything we do collectively advances the cause for women.” Because of unions
in the schools, women have the same salary rights as men, she said.

• Reminders

